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Comparison of Previous to Current SC Spec M-632 
 
The current specification includes restrictive requirements that appear to be included for the sole purpose of 
limiting competition.  In doing so, the specifications will exclude PaveRx, a proven performer in rejuvenating 
runways, taxiways and parking lots.  The changes are not based upon current scientific findings and are a veiled 
attempt to favor one product, namely PDC.  Favoring this product does not insure that all persons have an equal 
opportunity to compete for these public contracts; does not secure for the public the benefits of full and open 
competition; and does not provide for the best economy in the expenditure of public funds.  
 
The previous version of Specification M-632 for the Barnwell and Dillon Airports is virtually identical with 
Federal Specification P-632 with regards to the critical performance requirements.  However, the Federal 
Specification is silent with regards to how the rejuvenator will meet the performance specifications.  In other 
words, if the product will reduce the viscosity of the asphalt sufficiently, then the exact composition is not critical.  
The companion FAA Engineering Brief EB-44B does include a table of rejuvenator properties.  It does not 
specify the components.  
 
In particular, the new specification includes a minimum boiling point for the coal tar solvent naphtha (Table 
2.22), whereas neither Federal Specification P-632 nor FAA Engineering Brief EB-44B include this.   There is no 
valid reason to add this restriction that the Federal Government does not require.  This is an onerous requirement 
that unnecessarily limits competition without enhancing the rejuvenation obtained by SCAC.  This onerous 
requirement was not in the former specification, and should not be included in the current one.  Note that the 
initial boiling point in the current specification matches the temperature (250 ‘C) at which the minimum amount 
boiling must not be zero in the proposed specification on which Chemtek commented on November 14, 2012. 
 
Note also that in Paragraph 2.2, an AMRL-certified laboratory must provide certified test results that the 
components meet the material specifications in Table 2.2.2.  There has not been enough time to obtain this data, 
as neither the manufactures’ own data nor their raw material vendor’s data are acceptable.  This looks like an 
unfair attempt to use time limitations to eliminate competition. 
 
Additionally, note that the specification includes an “out” for non-performance.  In Paragraph 2.1(d), the 
specification states that if the rejuvenator fails to meet the performance requirements, which is apparently a real 
possibility for the favored material, then provided the Engineer can be convinced to accept the job, the 
rejuvenation requirements can be waived!  There was no such waiver in the former specification and there should 
not be one in the current one. 
 
Please note that the SCAC proposed a draft specification previously which included an overt attempt to favor 
PDC through the use of the table of coal tar naphtha properties which were practically speaking taken right from 
the McGovern patent 4,166,378.  Chemtek protested these proposed changes on November 14, 2012.  It would 
appear that someone has convinced the specification writer(s) to modify the specification in a manner that 
accomplishes the same goal as the previous specification, but in a slightly different way.   
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REFERENCES'
'

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2012$&$2015$Tallahassee$Regional$Jetport,$Tallahassee,$Florida$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
C.W.$Roberts$

Bob$Delisle:$(850)$385D5060,   bdelisle@cwrcontracting.com 
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $ Paint$Removal,$Rejuvenation$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $ $$$$$$492,726.07$
$

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2013D2014$RDU$Airport$,$Raleigh,$North$Carolina$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
RDU$Airport$Authority$

Victor$Malcom:$(919)$840D7729,$$$victor.malcolm@rdu.com$
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $ $ Paint$Removal$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$433,011.14$
$

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2011$Kinston$Regional$Jet$Port,$Kinston,$North$Carolina$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
NCDOA$

Phil$Lanier:$(919)$814D0550,$$$planier@ncdot.gov$
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $$$$$$Paint$Removal,$Rubber$Removal$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $ $$$$$$188,251.72$
$

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2015D2016$MCAS$Cherry$Point,$Cherry$Point,$North$Carolina$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
ST$Wooten$Corporation$

George$Meeks$(252)$515D2723,$$george.meeks@stwcorp.com$
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $ $ Paint$Removal$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$288,647.74$
$

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2014D2016$Orlando$International$Airport,$Orlando,$Florida$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
Orlando$International$Airport$Authority$

Greg$Caeser$(407)$825D3822,$$gcaeser@goaa.org$
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $ $ Paint$Removal$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$804,529.04$
$

Project'Name'&'Location:'
2015$Columbia$Metropolitan$Airport,$Columbia,$South$Carolina$

Company'&'Contact'Information:'
Columbia$Metropolitan$Airport$

Mike$Gula:$(864)$848D6220,$$$m.gula@columbiaairport.com$
Job'Scope:' ' ' ' ' ' Total:'

$ $ $$$$$$$$$$Rubber$Removal$&$Painting$$$$$$$$$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$156,918.83$
$


